Size-Scalable Content-Based Histopathological Image Retrieval From Database That Consists of WSIs.
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been widely researched for histopathological images. It is challenging to retrieve contently similar regions from histopathological whole slide images (WSIs) for regions of interest (ROIs) in different size. In this paper, we propose a novel CBIR framework for database that consists of WSIs and size-scalable query ROIs. Each WSI in the database is encoded into a matrix of binary codes. When retrieving, a group of region proposals that have similar size with the query ROI are firstly located in the database through an efficient table-lookup approach. Then, these regions are ranked by a designed multi-binary-code-based similarity measurement. Finally, the top relevant regions and their locations in the WSIs as well as the corresponding diagnostic information are returned to assist pathologists. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is evaluated on a fine-annotated WSI database of epithelial breast tumors. The experimental results have proved that the proposed framework is effective for retrieval from database that consists of WSIs. Specifically, for query ROIs of 4096 4096 pixels, the retrieval precision of the top 20 return has reached 96% and the retrieval time is less than 1.5 s.